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We Care Animal Rescue has a diverse 
set of dedicated volunteers, but none of 
them are quite like Erin Bell.
Erin is only 11 years old, and at first 
Executive Director Mary Ellen Makowski 
was concerned she might be just a 
little young to regularly work with the 
animals. But her worries didn’t last long.
“When we came in, a bunch of cats 
jumped down to meet us,” said Erin, who 
brings along her mother Rebecca (see 
photo), or her babysitter Kylie. 

                                  

Erin Bell, 
An All-Star We Care 
Volunteer At Age 11

“It’s fun to see like 40 cats all chasing after 
you and trying to be on your lap and get 
petted. It’s really cute.”
The task of petting and “socializing” cats, often 
with help from volunteers like Erin, is a crucial 
part of We Care’s mission because it keeps cats 
happy and affectionate, which makes them 
more likely to be adopted to a loving home.
Does Erin have a favorite cat? Actually, she has 
“tons of favorite cats,” from Adalina, a brown 
tabby who has lost part of one of her legs but 
none of her sweetness, to Ollie, a very big 
flame point Siamese who used to be an abused 
feral and now comes running when visitors 
arrive and wags his tail like a dog when he’s 
happy.

Erin’s skills go well beyond getting animals to 
fall in love with her. She shot video of the cats 
hanging out and used the iMovie app to edit 
and produce a video clip that shows cats like 
Heart, Palmer, Tuxie, Fitch, Alexandria and 
Tango starring in their own movie trailer.
“I thought it might help some of these cats 
get adopted if people saw how cute and 
wonderful they are,” said Erin, who came up 
with the idea on her own. How right she was, 
as Alexandria has just been adopted.
The 90-second clip was a huge hit on We 
Care’s Facebook page, and helped spread 
the message that We Care is full of friendly, 
adoptable cats.

Continued on next page

“I thought it might help some of these cats get adopted 
if people saw how cute and wonderful they are”
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Our Mission 

We Care Animal Rescue is a private non-profit 
organization established in 1982. Our shelter 
serves as a refuge for homeless cats and dogs in 
the Napa Valley. We foster and promote the general 
welfare of animals by caring for homeless cats 
and dogs, finding homes for them and educating 
the public on animal welfare in the Napa Valley. 
We are funded entirely by private donations and 
fundraising efforts.

We Care Animal Rescue
1345 Charter Oak Avenue
St. Helena, CA 94574
Phone: (707) 963-7044
www.wecareanimalrescue.org

We Care Animal Rescue is a 501(c)3 non-profit 
organization which receives no local, state or federal 
funding.

One recent Tuesday, Erin walked into We Care
for her daily visit and surprised Mary Ellen with a 
painting of Calypso, a rare black tabby who’s one 
of Erin’s favorites.

Calypso likes to act aloof when people come to 
visit, but as soon as he sees other cats soaking up 
all the attention he gets jealous and rushes to get 
in on the action, Erin said.

“Erin’s portrait of Calypso is amazing. She is a 
true artist,” Mary Ellen said. “It captures not only 
his looks, but also his spirit. Erin and Rebecca are 
tremendous examples of how volunteers can bring 
out the best of our animals, raising their chances 
of adoption. Caring for our animals means helping 
them to find forever homes, not just providing 
food, shelter and medical care.”

Erin has even turned her mother Rebecca, a self-
described “dog person,” into a cat fan.

“The first couple times we came here I thought, 
‘Really, I have to sit here surrounded by cats?’” 
Rebecca said. “But by the third day of watching 
Erin, it was so great. Now I’m in love with the cats 
and I can’t wait to come here every single day.”  
Funny, We Care staff and critters, love their visits, 
too!

Continued from cover



Dear Friends of We Care,

I hope this edition finds you and your family 
(animals always included) in good spirits 
and great health.  Did you know that studies 
show that owning a pet means that you are 
less likely to suffer from depression than 
those without pets? Or that pets bring about 
lower blood pressure and lower cholesterol 
levels for their owners? Not bad considering 
the already wonderful bond of love and 
compassion that is shared between pets 
and humans.

Here at We Care, we see this everyday with 
our staff, volunteers and visitors. Spending 
time socializing with our cats and dogs 
brings out the best in people. The laughter 
and smiles that erupt is why I sometimes 
call it “We Care Therapy”! We love, love, love 
our visitors. Each Saturday between 2 and 
5 pm is when we hold our open hours. No 
appointment necessary, just show up and we 
will introduce you to the animals in our care. 

We also have visitors most afternoons, too. 
You just need to call for an appointment, so 
that we can be present for you, as you look 
for that special addition to your family. 

While We Care is here for these animals in 
our care, we always wish for each of them to 
have a forever home of their own. Adoptions 
are such an important part of our mission. 
For, without the ability to send these 
wonderful friends home with their forever 
family, we cannot continue to be open to 
rescue other cats and dogs in need. Each 
adoption means another one saved. 

While we now have a hassle-free adoption 
policy, we do ask for folks to sleep on the 
decision to adopt a certain animal, as it is 
a lifelong responsibility. Then when you 
take your new family member home, We 
Care staff is here to assist you, in order to 
enable a smooth re-homing for all 
creatures involved.
  

As the animals in our care await their 
forever homes, it is the volunteers that 
bring that special love and attention to their 
lives. While all of us on staff spend time 
with them everyday, the volunteers get to 
spend as much time – any afternoon, with 
our furry friends. As you will read in this 
edition, socializing the animals makes them 
more likely to offer the same friendliness 
to visitors looking for that special new 
family member, making them more likely 
to be adopted. Volunteering is easy and 
fun. Once a new volunteer learns some 
basic guidelines, off they go in search of 
a comfortable spot to sit and socialize the 
cats, or walk the dogs. We have younger 
volunteers who come with a parent or 
guardian, up through all ages.

Needles to say volunteers offering 
their special services and expertise are 
always welcome. Even help in the office 
is appreciated. We hope you consider 
volunteering at We Care.

Please take note of our newsletter sponsors 
in this edition. Take an opportunity to thank 
them for their support of We Care. 

We also thank every one of you - our friends, 
for your ongoing support. We cannot carry 
out our mission without you!

I am here every Saturday to welcome our 
guests and I hope to see you all sometime 
soon. You will be glad you came.

Sincerely,

Sincerely

Mary Ellen Makowski
Executive Director

A Note From the Executive Director
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Even with loads of love for our pets, one 
area that is often overlooked is assuring 
that beloved pets are cared for in the event 
that our animal’s lifetime lasts longer than 
our own. Indeed, making sure that you 
speak with your loved ones about what you 
would like to have happen in that event is 
very important. Too often that conversation 
never happens and then there is a struggle 
to find suitable housing for the pet left 
behind. Certainly, an animal from a loving 
home does so much better going directly into 
another loving home. As Carley Gill, We Care 
Shelter Manager explains, “While We Care 
takes wonderful care of our animals, we are 
still second best to a loving home, as once 
an animal has lost it’s beloved person, it is 
already under stress.” We Care does however 
work with individuals to plan for the eventual 
care for an animal, and can be successful 
in caring for them and helping them to find 
their next beloved person. In fact, this just 
happened with Monkey, whose person had 
died, and who now has a forever home with 
the Naylors. An estate-planning attorney can 
help put your plans in place and If you would 
like to put We Care in those plans, just give 
Mary Ellen a call to discuss those options. 

ALegacy
We Care’s supporters are as compassionate 
and generous as they come.  In our 33 
years serving our community, many loyal 
supporters have named We Care in their 
will or trust. We could not be more honored 
to accept such a lasting legacy for our 
animals. As Mary Ellen Makowski, We Care’s 
Executive Director explains, “These legacy 
gifts create the foundation for our long-term 
sustainability.” 

If you have already named We Care in your 
will or trust, we would love to hear from 
you. As Mary Ellen adds, “It is so nice to 
thank someone today for their lasting gift 
of tomorrow.” Making sure to sit down with 
an estate-planning attorney is something 
that helps people to make decisions over 
their lifetime, not under the pressure of 
facing a serious illness or other life-changing 
situation.

A Big Thank You to AMR
American Medical Response, 

who helps us safely dispose of 
our medication needles.

OUCH!



Even when an adoption is made, sometimes 
circumstances intervene causing an animal to be 
returned to We Care. Recently, this situation happened 
when a previous We Care volunteer and animal lover 
had to move into an assisted living facility that does 
not accept pets.

This is how Benji, a13 year-old, blind and deaf 
miniature poodle, ended up back at We Care. Benji, 
for all of his special needs – eye drops and eye wipes 
every day and the need for good supervision to keep 
him safe – is really the most wonderful dog. The staff 
at We Care was quite impressed with his ability to 
quickly map out the grounds where the dogs can roam 
freely, by using his front paws to feel his way around 
the boundaries within the first few days back outside.

Shelter manager Carley Gill posted a photo and a bio 
of Benji on the We Care Animal Rescue Facebook page 
right away. We Care volunteer Janine DiRienzo saw 
the posting, printed it up and re-posted it on Vineyard 

Valley Mobile Home Park’s bulletin board. “I actually had Judy Pohlers in mind when I did that, 
as she was really missing her springer spaniel that had died last June,” Janine said. “I know not 
everyone reads Facebook, so I thought physically posting it might bring some interest.” Once 
Judy saw the posting, she called and set up an appointment to meet Benji, and was immediately 
taken with how peaceful and loving he was. “He lives in his own little world. He sees and hears 
no evil,” she said.

When asked why she would even consider adopting a special needs dog, Judy replied, “I have 
always had a soft spot in my heart for special needs animals. I also thought, ‘Gee, if I ever had 
to be separated from my dog like that, I would want someone else to take him in and love him 
like I did.’” Now that Benji and Judy have been together for several weeks, Judy reports that he 
has gotten to know his neighborhood and all its inhabitants, including all the other dogs, who 
“seem to know that he is not like them,” and “treat him very well, even the ones who are usually 
not too friendly.” She also loves 
how he now “scampers down the 
hallway” and “loves to sleep in the 
sunshine in the yard.”

“He is the smartest, most curious 
and spunky dog!” she said. By 
accepting this special dog into 
her life, Judy has proven that 
every special needs animal is 
adoptable; it just takes a special 
person.

Judy & Benji: 
A Very Special Dog Meets a Very Special Person

D U T C H  

H E N R Y
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Tour a Charming 
Organically Farmed

Winery Estate & Cave 
with 11 Critters & More!

4310 Silverado Trail, 
Calistoga
(707) 942-5771
dutchhenry.com



You can call him Thunder, call him Rolo, or 
call him a little love bug. But what this cat 
really is is lucky.
As a stray kitten living off the goodness of 
visitors and staff at Hall Wines, Rolo tended 
to blend in with the landscaping. His future 
owner Damon Ainsworth, who works at Hall, 
first saw him when a co-worker told him to 
“look at the lion in the bushes.”
Rolo was certainly living in the right place. 
Hall Wines donates to animal welfare causes, 
and its employees tend to be die-hard cat 
lovers. They would leave food out for Rolo, 
and started worrying about him when the 
temperatures dropped into the 20s in early 
January.
When they noticed he had a wound on his 
side, maybe from a BB, they decided it was 
time to take action.
Rolo was a little skittish around people, but 
by this time he was brave enough to let Hall’s 
Justine Di Fede put him in a cat carrier.
Renamed Thunder by Justine’s son Enzo, 
they brought him into We Care to get his 
wound treated before it could fester. We 
Care’s Shelter Manager, Carley Gill explained 
that, “If this cat had not received the 
medical care he needed, his wound could 
have become infected, and might even have 
proven fatal if he was left untreated. He was 

Rolo’s Journey

lucky that the nice Hall employees wanted to 
help him.”
After a visit to the veterinarian He became 
We Care’s newest resident – but not for long.  
Damon and his wife Alice have a long history 
of adopting animals. Damon spread the 
word that the little lion he’d seen stalking 
in the bushes would be welcome to join the 
Ainsworth family, which already included a 
gray tabby, a long-haired Dachshund and an 
albino Doberman.
When Damon walked into We Care, he 
“almost wanted to take them all home,” he 
said. But it was Thunder, soon to be renamed 
Rolo, who’d already made an impression on 
him.
By March Rolo’s stray days were long behind 
him. He’s now known to sleep on the bed 
right next to his 110-pound Doberman buddy.
“Rolo thinks he’s in heaven right now,” Damon 
said. “He loves to be picked up all the time 
and held. He’s a little love bug.”

From Stray To Love Bug



A feral cat is essentially a wild animal. Feral 
cats do not want or need human contact. 
They live off the land, unless they become 
dependent upon food sources from humans. 
Often you never see feral cats – they are 
extremely good at keeping themselves 
invisible. 

Feral cats, sometimes called barn cats, are 
great to have around the community (as long 
as they are spayed or neutered) because 
they keep rodent populations under control. A 
spayed and neutered feral colony will ensure 
that new, unsprayed or unneutered cats do 
not overpopulate the area.  We Care provides 
vouchers for free spay and neutering of these 
animals.

Often individuals and families adopt barn cats 
to live on their property to hunt mice. We 
Care advises folks to provide a safe shelter 
(like a barn or shed) and dry food and water, 
so they will stick around for years to come. 
We Care strives to help these populations live 
safely and naturally in the wild. When this 
is not possible because their home is being 
threatened (i.e. a colony living on land that 
will soon be a construction zone for a new 
apartment complex), We Care takes them 
into our facility, or tries to find them good 
"barn homes."

A stray cat, on the other hand, is a homeless 
cat. These animals are friendly with people 
and enjoy human contact. Cats that classify 
as stray are often abandoned or "lost" pets 
that never found their way back home. 

Community Cats: Stray? or Feral?
Kittens born to stray cats are also friendly, 
having learned from their parents to trust 
humans. These cats are the ones who often 
roam neighborhoods sleeping on porches at 
night, or sitting at your back door begging to 
come inside. One of We Care's many goals is to 
help these animals get spayed and neutered and 
by finding them good homes or taking them into 
our shelter where they can be safe and have 
constant access to food, water, and a warm bed 
at night until their forever home can be found.
 
The feral cat vs. stray cat misunderstanding is 
a question that We Care staff helps folks to sort 
out, on a regular basis.

“Often times by asking the right questions we 
can find the right kind of support for these 
animals,” says Carley Gill, We Care Shelter 
Manager. “Our extensive networking often 
allows for these animals to be directly placed 
into good environments, without having to bring 
them into our shelter.” 

Stray cats make great pets and can often be 
adopted out, like Rolo found at Hall Wines, who 
made it clear right away that he wanted the 
company of humans. Feral cats may take years 
of gentle social support to build trust and make 
them into pets. Sometimes they will stay feral 
and untrusting of humans for the rest of their 
lives. 

“This is what We Care’s free-roaming shelter is 
all about,” says Carley. “These feral cats can join 
the friendly cats and live safely, both indoors 
and outdoors, with care and compassion.”

1346 Main Street, St. Helena, CA • (707) 967-9570
www.winestates.com
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When Monkey came to We Care Animal Rescue after her 
owner died, it seemed likely that the deaf cat with a shaky 
equilibrium and an affectionate demeanor would live the rest 
of her days at the shelter. But then Elizabeth Naylor and her 
10-year-old daughter Sophia weren’t planning to adopt a cat 
either when they started visiting We Care during the center’s 
Saturday afternoon visiting hours. You can probably guess the 
rest of the story. Hint: It has a happy ending.
“We locked eyes onto this little kitty,” Elizabeth recalled, “and 
that was the end of it.” Deaf adult cats with special needs like 
Monkey aren’t the most likely to get adopted, even if they’re 
as sweet as her. For one thing, she’ll always have to be an 
indoor cat. But after talking to veterinarian David Gold, the 
Naylors decided that while getting a special-needs cat isn’t for 
everybody, they were willing to give her a try.
One month later, it’s clear that Monkey has found a home 
and the Naylors have found a friend. “She’s truly amazing,” 
Elizabeth said, calling Monkey lovable, playful and “ridiculously 
humorous.”

It turns out that the “problems” that made Monkey such an unlikely candidate for adoption 
were the very things that make her so endearing. She can’t hear her own voice, so she goes 
for sheer volume, letting loose with the loudest meow Naylor has ever heard. She also “snores 
like a train,” Elizabeth said. “For the fact that she can’t hear, she makes up for it tenfold in love,” 
Elizabeth added. “I’ve had a lot of kitties, but I’ve never known a more loving cat in my life.”
As for that equilibrium problem, Monkey occasionally bumps into walls or bobs her head like 
Stevie Wonder. But it doesn’t seem to bother her too much, and the eccentricity just adds to her 
natural charm.
“Sometimes she’ll be standing in a room with you and all of a sudden she’ll lose sight of where 
you are, even though you haven’t moved” Elizabeth said. “She’ll start to meow at the top of her 
lungs and I have to wave my hands until I’m back in her view again.”
Monkey also loves to walk up to people and high-five 
them when they extend a hand. 
She also seems to enjoy getting people’s attention 
by flipping her body and landing on her back with 
her paws in the air, reaching up toward the person 
with an expression that seems to be Monkey-speak 
for “Please love me.”
The Naylors and Monkey are an example of how We 
Care’s renewed focus on adoption can turn even 
casual visitors into cat owners, and turn even a 
special-needs cat into someone’s favorite pet.
“The first week was challenging,” Elizabeth admits. 
“But now every day she does something new, and 
you can tell she feels really safe now, like she’s in 
her forever home.” “I’m a dog person,” Elizabeth 
added. “But this little cat has just stolen my heart.”

V. Sattui Winery
Dog friendly every day.
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Against The Odds, 
Monkey Finds a Loving Home



WE CARE OPEN HOUSE 
SAVE THE DATE!

SEPTEMBER 19, 2015 - 2 TO 5 PM
COME JOIN THE FUN!

Over the past 33 years, We Care’s mission 
has been to care for our community animals 
in need, not just the ones in our facility. 
This means spay and neutering, food and 
emergency medical care, medications and 
other support. During the past 5 years, 
another wonderful community organization 
has supported We Care’s efforts. The mission 
of Community Projects, Inc. is to engage 
in charitable and benevolent activities and 
services of every kind and nature.  

Marjo Crowley, President of the Board of 
Directors for Community Projects, explains, 
“Community Projects is able to give 
generously to local non-profits, such as We 
Care Animal Rescue, thanks to an active 
membership of 160 women who volunteer an 
enormous amount of hours processing and 
selling the many donations received from 
our community, including new items from 
local merchants.” Since its inception, over 
11 million dollars has been returned to the 
community by this amazing organization.

We Care has been one of the many 
beneficiaries of this largess, receiving much 
needed financial support over the years to 
support our community animals in need. 
Added Marjo, “CP supports We Care Animal 
Rescue because ensuring animal welfare by 
nourishing, feeding, and providing medical 
care, including spaying/neutering is an 
important service to the homeless animals 
and to the community." 

With their support We Care helps to care 
for many more strays and feral populations 
from Berryessa Estates all the way down 
into south Napa County. Not only through 
food, and free spay and neuter vouchers, We 
Care also has helped animals in need in very 
difficult situations, like emergency medical 
care after the earthquake and other natural 
disasters and following accidents. We Care 

Community Projects & 
We Care: 

Partners for the Benefit of 
Community Animals

has taken animals to our local veterinarians 
to have broken bones repaired or if the injury 
was severe enough, amputation of the limb or 
tail. We have also had the sad duty to bring 
to our veterinary partners animals that have 
been dropped off at our door that were so 
broken the only thing to be offered was humane 
euthanasia. “Sometimes it is a joyous occasion 
when we bring a stray animal back from the 
vet’s office on the road to recovery. Other times 
it is very sad, knowing that we cannot always 
help them all.” Says Carley Gill, We Care Shelter 
Manager. “It can take a toll,” she adds, “So we 
support each other and remember that we give 
our best to each one.”

“This is why we are so grateful to Community 
Projects, our partners in this most important 
endeavor,” says We Care’s Executive Director, 
Mary Ellen Makowski, “We can help so many 
more animals with their generous support.”

Please stop by this wonderful organization’s 
Thrift Store, to donate or to browse the variety 
of items available, from clothing to pots & pans, 
from books to grandma's treasures

Community Projects Thrift Store
(No donations accepted on Wednesday please)
Open Monday – Saturday, 9:30 am - 4:30pm
715 Franklin Street, Napa, California 94559
(707) 226-7585
www.comunityprojectsnapa.com



Nickels for Non-profits
As most people know, Whole 
Foods Market in North Napa is 
a great place to shop. And as 
savvy shoppers know, when 
you bring your own bag into the 
store to carry out your groceries 

with less waste, you receive a wooden nickel that 
can be placed into one of several bins by the door. 
We Care is proud to be invited to be one of those 
lucky non-profits, with our own bin from April 13 
through July 5, 2015. So shop at Whole Foods and 
drop that wooden nickel into the We Care bin!

250 cats and 5 dogs. This fact is 
something that We Care staff knows all too 
well.  No matter how many cats and dogs 
get adopted we keep our permit number 
filled to the rim. This is our mission, and we 
do so with all our hearts. However, caring for 
this many animals and doing it well, with the  
best animal care and medical practices is a 
massive operation, of both human effort and 
funding.
One funding source that makes perfect 
sense is subsidizing the care of our critters. 
Our cats especially – sorry dogs, you’re 
outnumbered!
We Care staff have come up with a break 
down that helps paint a clear portrait of our 
cat’s monthly needs.

Cost Per Month 
to Care for our Critters:

• $25 - Cats that are young and healthy,    
   and OK, dogs, too! 
• $50 - Cats that are middle age and
   mostly healthy
• $75 - Cats that are older with some
   special needs
• $100 - Cats with very special needs or    
   on “hospice”

One way to think about supporting our 
animals is through a new program, called 
“Virtual Adoptions.” Says Mary Ellen 
Makowski, Executive Director, “Not everyone 
can have a pet of their own. So this way you 
can make a monthly donation and you will 
know who it is going to support.” She adds, 
“Our staff is having so much fun thinking 
about matchmaking!” We Care staff will keep 
the “Virtual Adopter” updated on their cat’s 
well-being including interesting tid-bits about 
their life. So even if someone who wants 
to “adopt” and can’t come by to visit their 
“adoptee” very often, We Care will email you 
updates on how they are doing. 

This is a tremendous way to support We 
Care’s Animals. So make a monthly donation 
and join the Virtual Adoption Family today!

Supporting Our 
Special Critters

Floors are something most of us take 
for granted. However, We Care’s vinyl floor 
tiles are starting to show their age. This 
makes it challenging to keep them as hygienic 
as possible for both our animals and our 
visitors.

Therefore, we are gathering quotes to replace 
the flooring, well aware that we cannot afford 
to accomplish this big job on our own. 
If you are interested in supporting this 
important effort, We Care thanks you!  Your 
donations make such a difference! 

If you have any questions or ideas, 
give Mary Ellen a call at 963-7044. 

We Care Wish List
Clorox bleach
Paper towels
HE laundry detergent
Costco brand Kirkland cat kibble
Purina Cat Chow (Blue bag)
Friskies Pate’ canned cat food
Any brand dry dog food
Meat flavored baby food
Revolution flea medication for cats
Vectra flea medication for cats

We Care Animal Rescue is a proud 2015 
winner of the Bohemian Newspaper's 
Reader's Poll, as the Top Animal Adoption 
Center in Napa County. You can check out 
all the winners at Bohemian.com



Joe Fonseca is a man who pays his debts – and then some.
Before he was We Care’s volunteer handyman, Joe was just a retiree who liked to leave food out 
for a feral cat colony in Napa.
Eventually someone posted an anonymous note warning him to stop “or there was no telling 
what was going to happen to the cats,” Joe recalls.
Worried that the cats might be in danger, Joe’s wife Karrie started calling around. One of their 
calls was to We Care, where shelter manager Carley Gill offered to help.
 

Soon We Care was helping get the cats spayed and neutered. The cats would then stay in Joe 
and Karrie’s garage temporarily until space would open up at We Care. By mid-March, We Care 
had taken in almost a dozen cats from the colony, leaving only two, who could not be trapped.
Joe started regularly driving to the shelter from his home in Vallejo to check up on the cats. 
During one visit he noticed that the shelter’s scratching posts were looking ragged. He felt 
indebted to We Care, so he offered to fix them up, replacing the old carpet with more durable 
rope.  
The shelter took him up on his gracious offer, which turned out to be only the beginning.
Since then Joe has painted and fixed up the shelter’s new leukemia room, repaired some dry 
rot near a doorway leading into the general population room,      Continued on back cover 

We Care had two very sick 
cats that have made dramatic 
recoveries, with the support of 

our wonderful friends!

Paolo, (Left) as most of you know 
was very ill and for a time, it 
looked like he might not live out 
the winter. However with good 
medical care and a great deal of 
patience waiting for medications to work – he is no longer in the 
special needs observation room. He is now back out with his furry 

friends, always the first one to welcome our visitors at the door. What a relief!

Bentley, (Right) our feral friend who would rather keep a few feet of space between people 
and himself is now also back out with the rest of his buddies, after a grueling surgery and 
recuperation. He is maybe a little less able to keep up with the group, but he is happy as can be.

We just love good news and had to share this with our wonderful supporters who make it 
possible to offer this expensive, high-quality medical care!

We Care Thanks Solage!
We have been blessed by 
their largess of towels.

MEOW!

We Care thanks 
Montelli Construction 
for some much needed 

repair work at our facility. 
We are so grateful for their 
time, labor and expertise.

Thank you Jan & Dan, Dan, Jr. 
and George!

Dependable Septic
Year in and year out they 

provide expert service 
for our septic system. A 

generous gift to We Care.
Thank you!

UPDATES!

Joe Fonseca, helping We Care’s animals is ‘a pleasure’

THANK YOU!
Thank you Centerpiece, 
St. Helena for making our 
Open House so beautiful!
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installed missing vinyl tiles and security lighting, and built a 
new pen for the dogs with Karrie’s help. 

His next project is to improve some steps leading into the 
special-needs building. He also loves walking the dogs and 
spending time with the cats.
“A lot of those kitties out there don’t even want treats,” Joe 
says. “They just want someone to sit there and talk to them 
and pet them.”

The We Care staff considers Joe a godsend. “Joe is invaluable 
to us,” says shelter manager Carley Gill. “We helped him out 
with his cats, but what he has given us in return is so much 
more. He’s almost like a full-time employee for us, but all 
through volunteer work.” 

Making the one-hour drive from Vallejo a few times a week 
doesn’t faze Joe, who plans to keep helping the shelter as long 
as he can.

“It’s a pleasure to be able to help out. It’s my way of giving 
back,” he says. “I was so overwhelmed that they were able to 

take in almost my entire colony, into a no-kill situation.”
“The less money they have to spend on the upkeep of the buildings, the more they can spend on 
the animals,” Joe adds.

And aside from all that, “the animals really appreciate it.” And without a doubt, We Care truly 
appreciates Volunteer Joe Fonseca!


